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microns.

Multiple recesses are formed in circumference direction and length direction
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ABSTRACT:

PURPOSE: To firmly fix an emitter material in a prescribed position by
performing polishing finish on an outer peripheral surface of a tungsten bar as
a surface which has a large number of recessed parts discontinuous in the

circumferential direction and the lengthwise direction and whose average
roughness is 3 to 10 microns.

CONSTITUTION: Fine recessed parts discontinuous in the circumferential

direction and the lengthwise direction are formed at random on an outer

peripheral surface of a tungsten bar 1 , and surface roughness is set in 3 to 10
microns. These recesses and projections are discontinuous, and polishing

finish is performed on the surface, and the recessed parts are uniformized over
the full length of the bar 1 . In a discharge light emitting bulb using bar 1

,

a positive electrode member 6 and a negative electrode member 7 are sealed in

both end parts of a glass bulb 5 so as to be opposed to each other at
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prescribed intervals. Here, the member 6 is a tungsten polished bar having a

smooth outer peripheral surface, and a nickel bar 8 is welded to the outside of

the glass bulb. The member 7 is formed by sealing an emitter material 10 fixed

to the vivinity of an inside terminal part of the bar 1 in the glass, and a

nickel bar 9 is welded to the outside. Here, the bar 1 is inserted in and

fastened to a hollow part of the emitter material 10.
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* NOTICES *

\

\

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.L1 the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] this invention relates to the tungsten rod for bulbs suitable for using it as an emitter material support

electric conduction rod of small bulbs, such as electroluminescence spheres, such as a stroboscope sphere, and the other

discharge tubes.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] The tungsten rod used as an emitter material support electric conduction rod of an

electroluminescence sphere has many thin short things the diameter of 0.4-1 .2mm and whose length are about 1 .5-20mm, and the

polish rod which usually carried out polish finishing of the periphery flat and smooth with the center loess grinder is used. This

tungsten rod is inserted in the outer diameter of 1 .0-2.5mm which prepared the through-hole in the core, and the emitter material

which length becomes from the metal sintering object of the shape of a bead which is LO-1 .6mm, fixes this emitter material by the

caulking by the posifion of a tungsten rod, and let it be the shade polar zone material of an electroluminescence sphere.

[0003] While welding a nickel rod to the above-mentioned emitter material fixed part of this shade polar zone material, and the

edge of an opposite side, vacuum enclosure is carried out at a bulb in the form which set the cylindrical anode plate member
manufactured separately and the fixed interval, and they were made to counter.

[0004] However, since the periphery side was ground flat and smooth, it is not only difficult to fix to a fixed position, but even if

the above-menUoned conventional support electric conducUon rod closed emitter material, it was easy to slide on it, and there was
a possibility that omission might arise, at the time of use of an electroluminescence sphere. For this reason, conventionally, the

slot of the shape of the shape with a width offace [ of0.3-0.5mm ] and a depth of 0. 1 -0.3mm of a cross section ofV characters

and U character was attached to the installation position of emitter material by the tool of a grinding stone and others, and a

position gap and omission are prevented for emitter material in total in the position.

[0005]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] Since the tungsten pohsh rod used as the above-mentioned support electrode is

generally thinly short, it is very difficult and complicated work to attach the slot of the fixed depth to the fixed position near [ one ]

the edge of a lot of rods on the occasion of the manufacture. That is, when it attaches a slot to a tungsten polish rod before welding

a nickel rod to one edge, the complicated aligrmient work which arranges a direction is required at the time of welding, although

this direction **** work is omissible if the slot is attached near the both ends of a tungsten polish rod — a slot - the price ~ work
serves as double precision, and moreover, since the slot of emitter material and an opposite side is located in the glass enclosure

section, a possibihty that it may be hurt arises

[0006] if it is attaching a slot on the other hand after welding a nickel rod — a slot — the price — since the weld zone has swollen

spherically while direction **** work is sometimes required, handling becomes troublesome Then, this invention makes it the

technical problem to offer the tungsten rod for bulbs which can hold the airtightness of the enclosure section completely while

being able to omit the above-mentioned recessing to a tungsten rod and fixing emitter material fumly moreover in a

predetermined position.

[0007]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to solve the aforementioned technical problem, this invention adopted the following

composition. That is, the tungsten rod for bulbs concerning this invention is characterized by carrying out polish fmishing in the

field of 3-10 microns of averages of roughness height which have the detailed crevice of a large number with the periphery side

discontinuous in a circumferencial direction and the length direction.

[0008]

[Function] Since a part of emitter material engages with this irregularity when polish fmishing of the periphery side is carried out

at 3-10 microns of averages of roughness height which have a discontinuous detailed crevice in a circumferencial direction and a

longitudinal direction and this tungsten rod binds emitter material tight, emitter material is fixed firmly. Moreover, since the

irregularity of a periphery side is discontinuous to a circumferencial direction, feelings of the glass enclosure section are not hurt.

[0009]

[Example] Hereafter, the example of this invention is explained. The tungsten rod used as the material of this tungsten rod for

bulbs consists of a tungsten substantially, and can be manufactured with well-known powder-metallurgy processing. Other

metallic elements of a minute amount, the impurity of a doping agent and the minute amount mixed unescapable, etc. may be
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included in component. Usually, after giving forging and drawing processing to a tungsten sintering object, considering as the

round bar of a desired wire size and giving periphery polish by the formation of true direct, and the center loess grinder, it cuts to

predetermined length and considers as a material.

[0010] A detailed crevice discontinuous in a circumferencial direction and the length direction is formed in the periphery side of a

material which consists of this tungsten round bar, and average surface roughness is made into 3-10 microns. This crevice can be

easily formed by carrying out periphery polish on suitable conditions using a grinding stone. Fixation of emitter material is

inadequate in average surface roughness being smoother than 3 microns, and since there is a possibility that the airtightness of the

glass enclosure section may fall when coarser than 10 microns, neither is desirable.

[001 11 Drawing 1 is what expressed the appearance of the tungsten rod for bulbs manufactured by doing in this way in ** type,

the discontinuous detailed crevice 2 and - are formed in a circumferencial direction and the length direction at random, and

surface roughness has become 3-10 microns in the periphery side of this tungsten rod 1 . It turns out that drawing 2 or drawing 4

expresses the result which measured the surface roughness of the tungsten rod 1 of this invention along with the longitudinal

direction with the sensing-pin formula surface-roughness-test machine, and the irregular irregularity of several microns is formed

in a front face. These irregularity is discontinuous things as not continued in the shape of a ring in accordance with a periphery

and shown in drawing 1 .

[0012] The electroluminescence sphere V as shown in drawing 5 using this tungsten rod 1 was manufactured. This

electroluminescence sphere V is enclosed so that the positive polar zone material 6 and the shade polar zone material 7 may
counter the both ends of a bulb 5 at the predetermined intervals. The positive polar zone material 6 is a tungsten polish rod with a

smooth periphery side, and the nickel rod 8 is welded to the portion of the outside of a bulb (parka SHON spot welding).

[001 3] Moreover, the shade polar zone material 7 is what enclosed with the bulb 5 what fixed the emitter material 10 near the

inside edge of the tungsten rod 1 of this invention, and the nickel rod 9 is welded to the portion of the outside of a bulb like the

aforementioned anode plate member. The emitter material 10 has composition of for example, a tantalum tungsten (Ta-w),

tantalum niobium (Ta-Nb), etc., and after carrying out [ well-known ] press forming of the raw material powder to the shape of a

cylinder, it is sintered and manufactured.

[0014] Fixation of the emitter material 10 to the tungsten rod 1 inserts a tungsten rod in the centrum oftubed emitter material, and

is made by [ from an outside
] binding tight. Emitter material deforms plastically by this caulking, and after the inside of emitter

material has engaged with the irregularity of the periphery side of a tungsten rod, it is stuck by pressure. For this reason, emitter

material is fixed firmly in the arbitrary positions of a tungsten rod.

[001 5] On the other hand, although the same crevice as an emitter material fixed part is formed also in the enclosure section to a

bulb, since this crevice is [ a circumferencial direction ] discontinuous also to a longitudinal direction and its granularity is

moreover 10 microns or less, the airtightness of the enclosure section is fiilly maintained.

[00 1 6] When this electroluminescence sphere was used as a stroboscope sphere of a disposable camera (the so-called disposable

camera), a conventional performance and a conventional life equivalent to a thing were acquired.

[0017]

[Effect of the Invention] It could fiiUy hold the airtightness of the enclosure section to a bulb while the tungsten rod for bulbs of

this invention was easy and sure, since many discontinuous detailed crevices were formed in the circumferencial direction and the

length direction at random at the periphery section so that clearly from the above explanation. [ of emitter material ] the above —
since a detailed crevice can be formed abnost equally covering the overall length of a tungsten rod by performing periphery polish

on suitable condiUons, it needs to perform neither direction **** nor recessing specially like before, and can simplify a

manufacturing process

[Translafion done.]
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